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SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
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Barrel
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(g)

MSRP

BRO1923
Winchester Xpert Strata
22LR bolt-action rifle 

BT032 C .22 LR  11  1/2 x 20 UNF 45.7  91.55  3000  
599.00 € incl.

tax

The Winchester Xpert Strata 22LR is a reliable, precise and versatile rifle, ideal for sports shooting
enthusiasts and hunters.
It combines quality materials, ergonomic design and exceptional precision, making it an excellent choice for
various applications.

Caliber: 22LR
Thread 1/2x20 UNF
Barrel length: 457mm (18'')
No scratch: 1:16
Adjustable bust: Yes
Stock and handguard finish: TT STRATA
Stock length: 343mm
Stock and handguard material: Gray Composite
Slope at the busk: 22mm
Heel slope: 22mm
10-round magazine

 
Adjustable MOA departure group

Rimfire MOA precision trigger with a three-lever design guaranteeing the triple zero principle: zero dead
travel, zero drag, zero overtravel. The striker is thus released clearly and very quickly. The trigger weight is
adjustable.

 
Ergonomic

The magazine release system is completely ambidextrous and easily accessible via the 2 side tabs or via the
tab directly under the magazine. The charger falls straight into your hand! The stock is hollowed out to
reduce weight and the shoulder is still perfect.

 
Rotary feeder

The magazine release system is fully ambidextrous and easily accessible. The charger falls straight into your
hand. Changing the magazine takes place without loss of time, you can resume your shooting session!
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Threaded Barrel

The barrel is threaded at the muzzle (1/2x20 UNF) to mount a suppressor. A removable guard ring protects
the thread when the weapon is used without a suppressor. The muzzle of the barrel is chamfered to protect
the barrel rifling and guarantee always perfect precision.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


